
Non-Slip Feet ensures 
your cooler will stay in 
place

Can Capacity this unit 
holds up to 48 12-ounce 
cans

Ice Rentention 
ultra dense, closed cell 
insulating foam provides 
long lasting ice rentention

360°

Construction seamless 
roto-molded construction 
provides a one piece 
product

Latches heavy-duty 
assisted pull camming latch 
for easy one handed open 
and close

Bears & Critter Proof 
the tight seal design helps 
protect your goods from 
the bears and insects

Drain System rapid 
V-drain system allows 
for quick draining with 
minimal effort

Built-in Accessories 
equipped with a fish ruler, 
integrated cup holders and 
built in bottle openers

Easy Locking Points 
allow for easy tie down and 
accessory attachment

Gasket freezer style, rub-
ber gasket ensures tightest 
seal while being safe and 
durable

Traction Lid textured 
lid prevents the lid surface 
from becoming slippery

Handles
Quick change nylon handles 
with comfort-molded grips

33 Quart 
Elite Series

Available Colors

NavyBasaltAzurite LimeCorn Flower

Tan Camo Orange CamoWhite Ultra Violet Red Pink
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Model 33 Quart 55 Quart 78 Quart
External Height 18.5 inches 18.3 inches 18.25 inches

External Width 17 inches 23.5 inches 31.5 inches

External Depth 15.5 inches 17.5 inches 17.5 inches

Internal Height 14.4 inches 14.3 inches 14.3 inches

Internal Width 12.25 inches 18 inches 26 inches

Internal Depth 12 inches 13.7 inches 13.7 inches

Ice Capacity 47 pounds 79 pounds 112 pounds

12 oz Can Capacity 48 cans 84 cans 135 cans

12 oz Bottle Capacity 48 bottles 78 bottles 108 Bottles

Ice Retention 9 days 10 days 11 days

Durability and ease of use are the driving factors behind the design of every Vortex cooler. The Vortex Elite 
Series is built with one thing in mind - ensuring that you get maximum enjoyment out of your precious summer 
time! Perfectly suited for busy families and weekend warriors alike, our Elite Series coolers feature the exclusive 
Perimeter Attachment System (PAS) which opens up options to accessories that other coolers can’t match. Built to 
take a beating and shrug it off, the ultra-tough rotational molded construction and structurally reinforced insulating 
foam ensure reliable performance for years to come. Heavy-duty integrated hinges and easy-cam latches maximize 
ice time allowing you to pack for a week-long trip without worry. Keep your refreshments ice cold much longer this 

season with Vortex coolers.
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